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THE ROAD TO A BETTER LIFE: FITNESS, HEALTH AND DIET!You can read this book on

your Kindle device, smart phone, tablet, mac or PC!!You’re about to learn some new

techniques on how to get in shape, lose weight naturally in a few days. READ THIS BOOK. It

will bring you some new feelings and changes in your life.You will win the struggle against this

small mad voice telling you to stay home and lie on the couch. You visualize the future bright

and healthy. You see yourself being strong, confident and beautiful. You know that you have to

stand up, you feel that you can jump higher, run faster, move like Jagger and swing your hips

like a warrior dancer, you feel that you have a tirelessly energy to live the life that you want to

live, bring people to follow you and share with them your feelings, pleasure and joy. Join me in

this new amazing guide …!Here Is A Preview Of What You'll learn...Important methods to lose

fatNew exercises to get in shapeLife Healthy and avoid stressBoost your mentality and

energyIncrease your metabolismMuch, much more!Download your copy today! Tags: HEALTH,

DIET, FITNESS, LOSE WEIGHT NATURALLY, FAT LOSS SECRETS, ENERGY,

METABOLISM, AVOID STRESS, STRONG, MUSCLE, POWER , LIVE YOUR LIFE

"This book will literally save lives. As a two-time cancer conqueror I'm using it on a daily basis

as a part of my de-cancering program. Each page provides practical life-giving steps and

strategies that will put you on the path to creating inner peace. Keep it by your bed on the

nightstand and read it regularly as I do and you will discover how to live your life from the inside

out. I love and admire Lauren and her commitment to teach people how to add life to their

years and years to their life.Les BrownAuthor, Speaker and Speech Coach"Lauren Miller's 99

things You Want to Know Before Stressing Out! is a searching analysis of the sources of stress

in our lives, as well as a compendium of incredibly useful tools to regain our balance. However,

it is so much more. Concepts such as grace, gratefulness, and being truly present in life, are

not mere words in this book. Lauren Miller has lived them, sometimes under dire

circumstances, and has incorporated them into the fabric of her daily life and its inevitable

challenges. Overflowing with wisdom, peppered with telling examples from the front lines of

stress, Ms. Miller leads us to a deeper sense of our own God-given glory in this universe. I read

the compelling Preface, was hooked immediately, and thereafter trusted Lauren Miller to lead

me the rest of the way on a journey of grace and fulfillment."Jimmy Robertscomposer of the hit

Off Broadway musicalI Love You, You're Perfect, Now Change."Lauren E. Miller has created the

guidebook everyone should invest in to help them move from stress to calm. The great news is,

even if you are not stressed, this is a beautiful reminder of how to embrace remaining calm,

grateful and joyful as your enjoyment of life moves to a wonderful exciting level."Peggy

McCollNew York Times Best Selling Author"There's a six letter word that is an emotional curse.

It wrecks havoc on our health--both mentally and physically. That word is STRESS. Author

Lauren Miller had more reasons than most to suffer from this affliction. She was in the ring

battling breast cancer, 12 surgeries and a divorce --all at the same time. And she came out as

a victor not a victim. Share her experience in learning how to overcome stress. I don't know a

woman or man who wouldn't benefit from this book."Ellen LevineEditorial Director, Heart

Magazines"If you read and apply the wisdom found in 99 Things You Want to Know Before

Stressing Out! then stress will no longer have its way with you. In addition to powerful stress

relief tips, Lauren reminds the reader of life's simple truths that lead to instant peace that we



often forget along the way. The insights found in this book have the potential of transforming

your entire perception of life along with your response to it."--,Jill LublinBest Selling Author/

International Speaker"Everyone experiences stress but these days; high levels seems to be an

ordinary part of life. Lauren gives her readers a path to reduce stress by providing specific tools

they can deploy to improve their lives and achieve the peace all of us crave. Lauren uses her

own deeply personal and extraordinary experiences for each reader's benefit. Her inspirational

life and commitment to helping all of us radiate throughout this book. The result is a unique and

tested tool set anyone can use to significantly improve his or her life."Aaron HarberOn-Air Host

& Executive ProducerUSATALK NETWORK--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.About the Author80% of disease is stress related according to Harvard Medical. Lauren

E Miller, M.Ed, Specialization in HRD, knows first hand as she went through advanced cancer

and divorce at the same time. Now as Google's #1 Stress Relief Expert/International Award

Winning Author/Speaker/Coach/Trainer, and Managing Partner of Grab & Go Stress Solutions

and In-ViGor the Corporate Coaching Division, Maximizing Human Potential. Through product

resources; mainstream media; 1:1 coaching; workshops; seminars and 30 day, 3 minute a day

programs, Lauren equips thousands of people worldwide with effective, sustainable skillsets

that result in sustainable behavioral shifts. Lauren empowers individuals and organizations with

results based, quick win systems, which champion internal strength and creative solutions to

challenging situations along with Lights-On Leadership. Lauren has worked with youth and

adult ministries for over 30 years. Explore more of Lauren's work in the world at: http: //

LaurenEMiller.com: Main Website http: //In-ViGor.Biz: Corporate Coaching http: //

EdgeGodIn.com: Maximizing Human Potential In Christ Edge God In Podcast --This text refers

to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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THE ROAD TO A BETTER LIFE The Powerful Supreme Guide On FITNESS, HEALTH AND

DIETIntroduction I want to thank you and congratulate you for downloading this book! We live

in a world where everyone classifies health to be wealth. We all love to be in shape and look

appealing to the people in our lives but sometimes we run out of options when we begin to

notice changes in our body and our appearance generally. At a point, it begins to look like

some kind of jinx and one begins to feel antisocial because you feel you are fatter than the

world. It is just at that point that one begins to nurse the idea of taking slimming pills and

going all medical but when it comes to the area of fitness, health and diet; one rule that anyone

must adopt is simply that no artificial remedy can override natural usage. I have seen a lot of

people who say they have tried some set of prescribed diet from a nutritionist and a couple of

other exercises but they still don’t get it. How about I tell you that you could have been trying

the wrong option all these while without even knowing it. There are classes of foods that you

can eat if you really know you have an intention to remain in shape. There are exercises that

helps a lot and this is what we intend showing you in this book. There are lots of men and

women out there today that are struggling with the right diet to make them fit. It is actually not a

very easy task especially for someone who loves to eat a lot, you might see it as a bit of

starvation initially but that’s just the early part. How about checking yourself out in a couple of

weeks with our helpful therapy? Our book covers a large frame of fitness, health and diet tips

to help you with your body needs. Join me as I lead you on this road to realization… First of

all, click HERE to see all the chapters of this book. This is really important because if you do

not do this you will miss some of the information. Click HERE(Ali Galeu)(ALI

GALEU) PUBLISHED BY: (Ali Galeu)Copyright © 2016 All rights reserved. No part of this

publication may be copied, reproduced in any format, by any means, electronic or otherwise,

without prior consent from the copyright owner and publisher of this book. Chapter 1: The right

diet for healthy living In the world we live in, there are lots of foods out there that people eat

and get lost in it. Some of them feel that when they open a book filled with how to make

varieties of food, the next thing they should do is to try their hands on it. This on the other hand

doesn’t help them because it begins to affect them negatively. You need to understand one key

thing about diets for healthy living and that is the idea of moderation. Moderation in eating

would make you caution yourself whenever you want to eat many packs of chocolates.

Moderation does help especially when it comes to keeping in shape and living a healthy life. In

the quest of achieving this, we would be examining ten tips on the kinds of diet that helps to

maintain a healthy living. They include BE MINDFUL OF THE IMPRESSION ABOUT

YOURSELFMany people say that they have tried a whole lot of means at reducing their

weights. Some people go ahead to even say,“It just never works for me, I really don’t

understand why.” These are impressions that affect your attitude to such diets that can help you

maintain your shape and live a healthy life. I could remember a few years back when I was in

college, I would usually work till a point when I am stressed out but I loved my food and so I

started taking tons of chocolates for late night meals, later on I began to try burgers and many

other foods that never really helped my health. After about three months on campus, I realized

I was so fat that the general notion that people had about me was,“you are too fat.” Some

people even began to give me names likes,“fat nicky, fat ass!” this was all embarrassing for me

but it was what it was at least until I sought for help from a nutritionist.
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Irene, “Great book. If you are an adult who has been struggling with losing some weight, this is

a book I will recommend. The book contains ideas/routines to follow. Probably things you have

read or heard of before, but it is presented in a way that you understand each reason or main

idea behind each ‘to do” or ‘not to do’ activities. It talks about the appropriate diet to follow,

describes a number of exercise routines to adhere to. If you are serious about losing weight,

here is your ticket!”

The book by Ali Galeu has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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